Much of the debate on the semantics of names in the latter half of the past century had been characterized by—to use Mark Sainsbury’s phrase—‘unproductive oscillations’ between the Millian and the Descriptivist theories (Sainsbury, 2005, p. 2). The focus of more recent philosophical theorizing, however, has broadened from the narrow investigation of names in their most frequent use as singular terms to a wider investigation that takes note of the often overlooked, but philosophically significant, uses of names as general terms (e.g., in ‘Many Alfreds live in Princeton’ (Burge, 1973)) and even anaphoric expressions (e.g., in ‘If a child is christened “Bambi”, then Disney will sue Bambi’s parents’ (Geurts, 1997)).

Such uses have motivated positions that seek to assimilate the semantics of names within the semantics of common nouns (e.g., Elbourne (2005), Gray (2012), Fara (2015), Bach (2015)), indexicals (e.g., Rami (2014)), and pronouns (e.g., Schoubye (2017, 2020)). Keeping the promise of the ‘Mind, Meaning and Metaphysics’ series, Dolf Rami’s book provides, first, a comprehensive overview of the cutting-edge developments in the philosophical discussion on names and second, an argument for a new ‘Use-sensitive’ account according to which names are primarily singular terms whose semantics cannot be assimilated within the semantics of any other linguistic category.

The helpful Prolegomenon at the beginning of the book poses thirteen challenges for a semantic theory of names to meet. While some are familiar classical problems (e.g., the problem of empty names, Frege’s puzzle, etc.) others have been discussed only recently (e.g., the systematic but non-uniform failure of substitutivity of a name with a past name such as ‘St. Petersburg’/‘Leningrad’; p. 22, p. 116). The point of discussing these problems is, of course, to establish a desideratum—the merits of a semantic account must be judged based on the adequacy of the response it provides...
to these challenges. Rami makes a case—briefly in the prolegomenon and at length in later chapters—that the Use-sensitive account fares better than its competitors in responding to these challenges.

The rest of the book is organized into seven chapters. Chapters 1, 2, 3 and 5 are modified versions of papers published earlier in peer-reviewed journals/edited-collections. The original papers contained arguments for a slightly different view and have been included in the book in a revised form to present a single, comprehensive argument for the Use-sensitive account. Chapter 2 also proposes an account of the metaphysics of names that was not present in the original papers. Chapters 4, 6, and 7 contain new discussion of fictional uses of names, anaphoric/bound uses of names, and the behaviour of names in hyper-intensional contexts not published elsewhere. Of these, Chap. 6—which argues that many anaphoric uses of names are nonliteral—will be of particular interest for theorists who take proper names to have the same linguistic nature as indexicals/pronouns. All notes and references are placed by the publisher at the end of the book, causing an inconvenience to the reader which could have been avoided.

The book summarizes the Use-sensitive account in fourteen theses (p. 39–42). I will focus on three features that form the philosophical core of the account. The classical Millian view, held by e.g., Marcus (1961) and Kripke (1980), treats a name as analogous to a tag or an individual constant of first-order logic—i.e., as a simple and exclusive device of reference. The increased recognition of predicative and anaphoric uses of names in recent years has turned the dialectic away from this simplistic picture. By arguing for the view that proper names are primarily—although not exclusively—used to refer to individuals (p. 38, 104, 159), the Use-sensitive account is, first, an attempt at defending a version of the Millian orthodoxy. A substantial chunk of the book (e.g., Chaps. 5 and 6) is thus devoted to arguing that non-referential uses of names must be thought of as derived from their primary, referential uses.

Like pure indexicals, deictic pronouns, and demonstratives, proper names are context-sensitive expressions—the same name can be used to refer to different individuals in different contexts. Rami argues that even amongst context sensitive expressions, the linguistic behaviour of proper names is closer to that of demonstratives (which are a type of what he calls ‘use-sensitive expressions’) than pure indexicals (‘occasion-sensitive expressions’). The referent of an occasion-sensitive expression is determined by its linguistic meaning (e.g., the character of indexicals) and the (Kaplanian) context of utterance—i.e., agent, time, location of utterance, and world. For instance, the indexical ‘I’ always refers to the agent and the indexical ‘here’ to the location. The referential use of use-sensitive expressions, on the other hand, is not so restricted. The linguistic meaning of a demonstrative and the context constrain but do not determine the object that a demonstrative refers to: depending on the intentions, attitude, or behaviour of language users, a demonstrative like ‘this cat’ may be used to refer to one cat or another present in the vicinity of the agent.

The second key feature of the Use-sensitive account is its classification of proper names as use-sensitive expressions (p. 120). Like demonstratives, the intentions, attitudes, or actions of the agent play a large role in determining the referent of a name. The question of how exactly the referent of a name is determined, Rami argues, has an answer much more complex than the one provided by classical theories (p. 74–76).
For one, the referent of a name may only be determined relative to a *use* of a name, and for another, there is no single mechanism underlying reference determination: sometimes the referent of a use of a name is determined—as Kripke suggests—by appeal to a historical chain of communication that the use is part of, at other times it is determined descriptively, at yet other times via a demonstration (e.g., when introducing someone on stage as ‘We are very proud to present you Peter James.’) The result is a rather liberal ‘pluralist’ view of reference determination (p. 92–94) which allows for the referential use of any word (apart from an indexical, a demonstrative, or a definite description) to count as the use of a *name*.

One theoretical innovation of the book is its deployment of the distinction between two distinct layers of meaning—‘truth-conditional’ and ‘use-conditional’—in the semantic debate on names (p. 23, 96, 127). The truth-conditional meaning of an expression is the aspect of its meaning that constrains (or determines) the truth-conditional contribution of the expression in a context. For example, the character of an indexical is the truth-conditional meaning of the indexical because it determines its truth-conditional contribution (i.e., its content) in a context. The use-conditional meaning of an expression, on the other hand, does not constitute, constrain, or determine its truth-conditional contribution. Instead, it only determines whether an expression has been used *felicitously*. For example, the truth-conditional meaning of the German second person pronouns ‘Sie’ and ‘du’ are the same, but their use-conditional meanings are not—the former can be felicitously used in formal contexts, but not the latter (p. 169).

The third key feature of the Use-sensitive account is its commitment to the view that a proper name has a use-conditional meaning, which restricts the felicitous uses of a name $N$ to the *bearers* of ‘$N$’ (T6, p. 40). Bearing a name is not the same as being referred to by it—an object can come to bear a name because of, say, a baptism, but it may never get referred to by that name. (Rami argues that bearing a name is a ‘gruesomely gerrymandered relation’ (p. 88) of which no simple account may be provided.) The device of use-conditional meaning is then used for purposes for which competing accounts employ truth-conditional meaning: its most prominent use is in the account of how predicative uses of proper names are derived from their referential uses (p. 168–172). The book remains non-committal about the truth-conditional meaning of names (p. 119–128).

While the book does an excellent job of drawing fine-grained conceptual distinctions and devotes ample space in working out the formal details of the Use-conditional account, its treatment of some broader philosophical questions and conceptual issues at stake could have been richer. For instance, the book claims that proper names are primarily used to refer; but the force of ‘primary’ at issue is not made clear. Is the claim that proper names are most *frequently* used to refer? If so, then it is unlikely that competing views—e.g., Gray (2012) and Bach (2015)—contest the truth of this claim about frequency (which must be verified by empirical corpus studies, instead of philosophical analysis.) Perhaps the notion of primary is grounded in some notion of *derivability* of one word type from another (such that the non-referential uses of names are claimed to be derivable from referential uses, but not vice versa.) If so, then the argument that the book provides is not sufficient: while an explanation for how non-referential uses are derived from referential uses is provided, the book does
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While the book does an excellent job of drawing fine-grained conceptual distinctions and devotes ample space in working out the formal details of the Use-conditional account, its treatment of some broader philosophical questions and conceptual issues at stake could have been richer. For instance, the book claims that proper names are primarily used to refer; but the force of ‘primary’ at issue is not made clear. Is the claim that proper names are most *frequently* used to refer? If so, then it is unlikely that competing views—e.g., Gray (2012) and Bach (2015)—contest the truth of this claim about frequency (which must be verified by empirical corpus studies, instead of philosophical analysis.) Perhaps the notion of primary is grounded in some notion of *derivability* of one word type from another (such that the non-referential uses of names are claimed to be derivable from referential uses, but not vice versa.) If so, then the argument that the book provides is not sufficient: while an explanation for how non-referential uses are derived from referential uses is provided, the book does
not provide a balance of considerations reasoning vis-à-vis analogous arguments that argue for the opposite conclusion (e.g., Gray (2018).)

Another issue is that the notion of a ‘name’ that the book assumes is too broad to be tenable. Irrespective of issues surrounding the semantics of names, it is plausible that there exists an independent practice of using an object to refer to another related object. The teacher asks, ‘What is your favourite animal?’, the students respond by raising a picture of their favourite animal. It is also plausible that some such objects (thus used to refer) will be linguistic expressions, e.g., someone’s social security number or a word they repeat very often may be used to refer to them. Therefore, some referential uses of words must be thought to be a part of our more general referential practices and not uses of names. Indeed, a feature of names that distinguishes them from other singular terms is that a word counts as a name only if it has been (more or less permanently) assigned to an individual. By treating proper names as a residual class of singular terms (such that any singular term that is not a definite description, pronoun, indexical, or demonstrative must be a name) the book ignores perhaps the most distinctive characteristic of names.

Finally, as a general methodological point one must draw a distinction between an investigation of natural language while assuming—as Russell and Frege did—that it is a corrupt form of a regimented logical system versus an investigation that treats such systems as tools for modelling (to various degrees of approximation) the rich and complex features of natural language as it is used by ordinary speakers. The book is pitched as an investigation into the nature of names as they are ordinarily used, but it does not always follow the methodology warranted for such investigation. Questions about the linguistic nature of names are often posed and answered—particularly in Chaps. 1 and 7—under the assumption that names may adequately be represented as individual constants. For instance, the notion of rigidity, and the distinctions between four different kinds of rigidity, are explicitly defined for individual constants within a specific formal semantic framework. This makes it difficult to escape the impression that these notions are not applicable to names as they are ordinarily used and that their applicability must be limited to a view of natural languages that takes them to have an underlying form suggested by the framework.

I take the overall merit of the work to lie in two things. The first is its encyclopaedic character: it is the first comprehensive analysis of the different kinds of name-uses (and the semantic proposals that aim to explain them) in a single book in the past two decades. Second, the book is a remarkable attempt at defending a version of the Millian orthodoxy while also keeping to the broader dialectic that has moved away from treating names as exclusive devices of reference to treating them as words with wide ranging morphological, phonological, and lexical features.
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